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The translocator protein (TSPO) is expressed at low levels in the
healthy human brain and is markedly upregulated in response
to brain injury and inflammation. This increase in TSPO ex-
pression is correlated to the extent of microglial activation,
making the measurement of TSPO density a useful indicator
of active brain disease. Several classes of TSPO radioligands
have therefore been developed and evaluated for use in PET,
to track the progression and severity of neuroinflammatory
disease. TSPO is also overexpressed in cancer and peripheral
inflammation, making TSPO PET ligands possible candidates
for the imaging of a multitude of pathologies. However, we
currently possess a limited understanding about the molecular
structure of TSPO and about the interaction of ligands with the
protein. Furthermore, the incomplete characterization of multi-
ple TSPO binding sites and the role of TSPO polymerization
suggest that current interpretation of PET data may require
further refinement.
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The translocator protein (TSPO) has become an impor-
tant target for imaging neuroinflammation using PET.
TSPO is ubiquitously expressed in peripheral tissues but
only minimally in the healthy human brain. Increased levels
of TSPO expression have been noted in neuroinflammatory
conditions such as Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease,
and stroke (1–3). This increase in TSPO expression has
been reported to coincide with the process of microglial
activation (2). Therefore, using high-affinity, selective
TSPO ligands in conjunction with PET, it is possible to
study the process of microglial activation in the living
brain. Luus et al. (4) and Dolle et al. (5) offer more details
on the development of TSPO radioligands for PET.
TSPO is also expressed in Schwann cells and macro-

phages of the peripheral nervous system, with increased
expression in animal models of peripheral nerve injury (2)

and macrophage activation (6). In fact, TSPO has been used
in vitro to quantify plaque formation in a human model of
atherosclerosis (6). Additionally, TSPO is significantly
overexpressed in breast, prostate, colon, and brain cancer
(7), with protein expression linked to cancer progression
and poor survival rates (7), suggesting that the protein
may be a useful marker in predicting cancer using PET.
TSPO ligands have proved promising in preliminary studies
for the quantitative assessment of human glioma (8) and in
animal studies for imaging breast cancer (9). However, use
of TSPO PET ligands for such applications is currently in
preclinical stages and has not yet been fully utilized in
human patients.

The TSPO is primarily situated at contact sites between
inner and outer mitochondrial membranes and is part of the
mitochondrial permeability transition pore (MPTP) (2). It
interacts with various other proteins at the MPTP, including
the 32-kDa voltage-dependent ion channel and the 30-kDa
adenine nucleotide transporter, both of which are essential
for the complex to become a functional unit (2). The protein
is also found to a lesser extent in the cell nucleus and
plasma membrane (2).

The TSPO is an 18-kDa protein with 5 transmembrane
domains (2). However, being a membrane-bound protein,
the TSPO is a notoriously difficult target to study. Difficul-
ties with expressing, purifying, and stabilizing the protein
have hindered the determination of its x-ray crystal struc-
ture. Rather, researchers have attempted to elucidate the
molecular structure using other approaches, such as thermo-
dynamic simulations, immunodetection, nuclear magnetic
resonance, and using the bacterial homolog, tryptophan-
rich sensory protein (TspO) from Rhodobacter sphaeroides
(10). A 3-dimensional structure of TspO at 1-nm (10-Å)
resolution has been determined (Fig. 1) using electron cryo-
microscopy and single-particle helical reconstruction.
Korkhov et al. (10) describe a pair of TspO monomers that
form a tightly associated symmetric dimer in the membrane
plane, with each monomer consisting of 5 transmembrane
a-helices. The authors suggest 2 binding sites per dimer,
which allows for the possibility of cooperativity during
substrate transport and potential effects of allosteric mod-
ulators. Although the exact functional significance of po-
lymerization has not yet been confirmed, it has been
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suggested that ligand binding and the onset of functional
effects may be responsible for TSPO reorganization.

TSPO FUNCTIONAL ROLES

The best characterized function of TSPO is the regulation
of cholesterol translocation through mitochondrial mem-
branes, which is the rate-determining step in steroid bio-
synthesis (11). Once in the mitochondria, cholesterol is
converted to pregnenolone via an oxidative cleavage of its
side chain by cytochrome P450SCC (2). TSPO ligands such
as cholesterol are able to initiate steroidogenesis by binding
to the protein.
The presence of TSPO at the MPTP also implicates the

protein in the regulation of apoptotic and necrotic cell
death, with ligands being able to cause opening of the
MPTP, resulting in induction of apoptosis (11). TSPO
ligands also inhibit cell proliferation in cancer cell lines,
causing an accumulation of cells in the G1/G0 phase of the
cell cycle, ultimately inhibiting the progression of cells to
the S and G2/M phase, in which cell proliferation occurs
(12). Effects on cell proliferation may be due to a small
proportion of the protein being expressed within the cell
nucleus. However, the effects of TSPO ligands on apoptosis
and cell proliferation vary depending on ligand concentra-
tion, with antiproliferative and proapoptotic actions at mi-
cromolar concentrations but proproliferative effects through
stimulation of mitosis and antiapoptotic effects at nanomolar
concentrations (11,13).
Because the TSPO is expressed on microglia and other

immune cells, this protein also plays a role in immune
regulation. Ligands that bind to TSPO are able to exert
neuroprotective effects by modulating cytokine production
(1,2,14). However, whereas neuroprotective effects of

TSPO ligands are mediated at micromolar concentrations,
more recent studies suggest that nanomolar concentrations
mediate different functional profiles (14).

TSPO BINDING SITES

Although research suggests that there exist multiple
TSPO binding sites, the nature of these sites and their
functional significance is poorly understood. Two ligands
have been essential for characterizing the TSPO: the ben-
zodiazepine Ro 5-4864 and the isoquinoline carboxamide
PK11195 (Fig. 2), both of which are selective for the TSPO
and display nanomolar binding affinity. Although these
ligands exhibit saturable binding and reciprocal competi-
tion in radioligand binding assays, results are not consistent
across species and can be modified separately in both rats
and humans (2). Furthermore, site-directed mutagenesis
studies suggest certain residues in the first putative loop
of TSPO are important for the binding of Ro 5-4864 but
not PK11195. Thus, it is thought that PK11195 and Ro 5-
4864 bind to heterogeneous sites at TSPO, either overlap-
ping or allosterically coupled.

Studies also describe PK11195 binding to multiple sites,
which contradicts the initial finding that it bound to a single
population of saturable sites. Scatchard analysis of 3H-
PK11195 binding to Ehrlich tumor cells revealed 2 inde-
pendent binding sites (13). Ehrlich tumor cells are a murine
ascitic cell line, possessing high concentrations of poly-
meric TSPO. Alternatively, the induction of a high-affinity
TSPO binding site may be related to an increase in steroid
formation (15). Thus, it is possible that conformation of
TSPO is altered to activate cholesterol delivery to the inner
mitochondrial membrane. Considering that TSPO polymer-
ization is associated with steroidogenesis, it is possible that

FIGURE 1. (A) View perpendicular to
membrane plane of TpsO dimer with
a-helices fitted into density. Yellow and
blue a-helices represent individual
monomers of TspO, and they are
labeled arbitrarily a–e and a9–e9. (B)
View parallel to membrane plane of
TspO dimer and after 40� rotation to
show highly tilted helices e and e9. (C)
View perpendicular to membrane plane.
(D) TspO monomer viewed parallel to
membrane plane, from perspective of
dimer interface formed by helices a and
b and a9 and b9. (E) TspO monomer
viewed from lipid bilayer. (Reprinted with
permission of (10).)
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polymerization results in a conformational change to TSPO
binding sites, potentially with allosteric effects.
More recently, studies in the human brain using various

TSPO PET radioligands have revealed that TSPO bind-
ing sites vary across individuals and tissue type (16). For
example, whereas 3H-PBR28 binds competitively to the
3H-PK11195 site in the brains of rhesus monkeys (17),
3H-PBR28 binds to multiple sites in postmortem human
brains, with different affinities across a range of patients
(Fig. 2) (18). Saturation data depict 3H-PBR28 binding to a
low-affinity TSPO binding site, a high-affinity binding site,
or a population of mixed-affinity binding sites, whereby
data best fit a 2-site model (18). Conversely, 3H-PK11195
binds in the same manner in brain samples across all pa-
tients (18). Interestingly, however, differences in PK11195
binding across patients can be observed in some peripheral
tissue (heart and lungs), correlating to the changes seen
in the binding of PBR28 in brain (16). Since this discovery,
several additional ligands that are commonly used for
PET have been shown to display variable binding profiles

across human subjects, with some ligands binding to multi-
ple binding sites in select patients (Fig. 2) (19). This is
despite the observation of a simple 1-site binding interac-
tion when initially screened in the rat or rhesus monkey
(Fig. 2).

It is possible that the variability in binding across human
subjects could be a consequence of the level and nature of
microglial activation, or the dose at which TSPO ligands
are evaluated. Nevertheless, the concept of multiple TSPO
binding sites and variable conformational states of the protein
needs to be considered when developing and evaluating new
PET TSPO ligands. This will aid in the development of
adequate methods for quantitative analysis and a better under-
standing of what form of TSPO PET ligands are imaging.

CONCLUSION

Although the TSPO has been the focus of numerous
studies for more than 30 y, its role in pathophysiology is
still not completely understood. Efforts to elucidate the
molecular nature of the TSPO in both health and disease

FIGURE 2. Saturation and competition
binding profiles of various TSPO ligands
using brain samples from different
species in vitro. *Competition binding
experiments conducted using 3H-PK11195
as radioligand. †Where binding was best-
fit to 2-site model using Scatchard
analysis. H 5 high-affinity site; L 5 low-
affinity site.
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have been hampered by several fundamental challenges
unique to the TSPO as both a pharmacologic and an im-
aging target. We propose that this is due to a poor un-
derstanding of how ligands interact with the protein and a
lack of knowledge about how the protein changes in disease
states.
Microglial activation results in several changes that

affect both the structure and the function of the TSPO.
These changes include an increase in binding-site density,
increased expression, and polymerization, which may result
in complex ligand-binding interactions when compared
with those found on resting microglia. These parameters
may vary depending on the process of microglial activation,
degree of microglial activation, and duration of microglial
activation, which would vary across different disease states.
This understanding of the TSPO is essential, irrespective of
the imaging application—that is, neurologic versus onco-
logic. Therefore, the use of diverse animal models in the
evaluation of new PET TSPO radioligands makes any com-
parison between ligands difficult. A more comprehensive
understanding of how the TSPO behaves in disease states
and how ligands interact with TSPO binding sites is re-
quired to enable the development of quantitative methods
for PET data analysis that provide meaningful insights into
the role of TSPO in the disease process.
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